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Notes

Notice how the image of 1/2, 3/6, and 6/12 all
have the same amount of the rectangle
shaded. They are all equivalent to one another.
The only difference is that the denominators
and numerators are scaled up or down
compared to each other.

A great test to see if two fractions are
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A great test to see if two fractions are
equivalent to one another is to see is the same
number is used to multiply to or divide from
the numerator and denominator.
Here, you can see that we multiply the 1 by 3
and get the 3 and then we can also multiply
the 2 times 3 and get 6. These two fractions
are equivalent because they are multiplied by
the same number.

Here is an example that is not a pair of
equivalent fractions. The numerator needs to
be multiplied by 3 to get the 9 while the
denominator needs to be multiplied by a 2.
The numbers that are being used to multiply
are not the same. They are not equivalent.
When the same number is on the top as is on
the bottom, it is equal to 1. To get an
equivalent fraction you are scaling up or down
by a fraction equivalent to 1.

Equivalent fractions let us scale a fraction up or
down.
When we scale up, we multiply.
When we scale down we divide.

Why?
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Why?
Here are some of the times you will find that
you need to scale a fraction up or down.
When you add or subtract fractions you have
to have the same denominator. If you can scale
one or both so that the denominators can
match, then you can complete the addition or
subtraction.
Another use for scaling is that answers should
always be in simplest form. The answer of 2/8
isn't in simplest form because 2 will go in to
both the numerator and the denominator. I
will need to divide by the largest number that
will go in to both the numerator and the
denominator to scale it down so that there
isn't a number that goes in to both other than
just a 1.
Example
I have 1/5. I need a fraction that has 15 in the
denominator.

I compare the denominator that I have, 5, with
what I need, 15, and I see I need to multiply by
3.
I will multiply the fraction by 3/3 to scale it up
to 3/15.

Try It
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